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ABSTRACT
Two necessary cornpouents

04

ally ir~lsgcunderstanding ~iystelnare au object recognizer azld a

symbolic scene representation. The LacdScnn system currently being designed is a query driven
scene analyzer in which the user's natural language queries will focus the analysis t.u pertinant
regions of tbe scene. This is different than Inany image 1;~:derstanding systems which present a
symbolic description of the entire scene regardless: of what. portions of that picture are acru:illy of
interest. In order to facilitate such a focussing strategy, the high Icvel znalysis which includes
reasoning and recognition must proceed using a topdown f!ow of control, and the represenlation
must reflect the current sector of interest.

This thesis proposes the desisn for

object recognizer and a dynamic sceitc representation for Landscan
photographs of urban scenes.

- 3 system

3

goal-oriented

to sn:zlyze a::riai

The recognizer is an ATN in which t.he grammar describes

sequences of primitives which aefiw objects 2nd bhe interpreter generntes t.hese sets of primitives.
The scene model is dynsmicaliy built as objccts are recognized. The scene rnudel represcnes both
the ohject,s in the image and primitive spatial relaticns hztween these objects.
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In image uaderstanding au image is given to a conlputer and is processed t.o product? a
symbolic description of t,he image. Image understz::dir:g

can be extcndgd by ~ ~ a k i nthe
g analysis

goal-oriented. Goal-oriented scene nna!ysis restricts the analysis to those areas of the scene which
are of currerlt interest. This requires there to be some interface which will enable the user to

indicat.~just. what portions of the im:ige are of inwrest to him/her.
symbolic cornpr~terlanguage though this restricts the
the 1angu:tge.

1.ll;e

The interface can be n

of the system to those 51.npte who know

On the other h a x i , a system which tises ~ s t ~ r i klanguage
l
to drive the ini:tge

understanding process will be accessible t-o all potential users. L;~r~dScan
( L ~ o g u a ~Driven
e
Scrne
Analyzer) is being designed to perform natursl langilage query driven .;c.er1r analysis of 3D irn:;ges
of aerial views of urban scenes.

In order to do any reuoning about a scerle it is necevssry to both interpret ;rnd

rt?jlruac.ut

t h e image data using some symbolic description. A further constraitit on l,anciScan is that it.

:nl~.it.

construct n repres~otat~ion
of the sccne which will hci!ltate the intr:rfaci: to the n:~to;.al Inr:.;t~:~ge
driver. This means that not otily nus st t h e actual scene be represenled in a 7.vvny which ~nz!blrs
high level reasoning t.o be performed, btrt global knowledge necessary for the interprrtat.ic~narid
generation of n a ~ u r a llanguage uttpraccts must be encoded.

T i e representation miist

s . ! ~ c ihe

dynamic; constructed m the systerrr is querieif. Ot,h~rwisethe natur:tl language irlterface will be
nothing more than a simple qotrstion/answer system for
constructed using no special focussing mechanisms.

3

knowiedge b3.se which was prc.vitrusly

Landscan will ultin~atelyr e a o n about urban scenes using nalaral language queries to ~ u i d e
this analysis. In order to accomplish this it must ..cognize objects in a scene and assign labels to
them. It must also store the infcrniation about thq- scme

- the oh;ects

iu it and the topuk~gic;r!

rrlntions between the objects. The alodel of the scene

- objects and t t : ~relations between objects

- must then be represented in some rnanner which ;;Ill

facilitste the following reasoning i~perrttions

to be performed on the scene data:
1. determining the existence of au object

2. finding a n object part
3. determining locative relations, both simple and complex, among objects.

In order to int,erpret the natural language queries driving the high itvel analysis prucebses t.he
system must also have available to it global knowledge which includes the lingui~ticfeatures o f

the objects in the domain. These linguistic features will enable the syztrm to corrertIy interpret
natural language utterances.

This thesis will propose

3

sulufion to the problem of the recognition artd represectstion of

3D objects in aerial views of urban scenes ho be used by a 1:mgusge driven scene auaiy zrr. .4n
Augmented Trausition Nebwork (A'I'N) has been chosen to perform the object recognition because
it Iins

3

top-down flocv of control t h u s fzcili!sting the interface bctwec~i (he q r ~ e r i ~and
s the

recognition process. The scene will be represented symbolically by the objects :uhiol! i ~ i i v eht~rrr
recognizeti and the primitive spatinl relations which hold between them.

of Sti;-r~lJF' (the aiodeiling s y s t ~ l nchoscn for
An overview of l,andScan, ~ r l ddiscuusin;~~

implemeniatiori of the scene model) and the ATN formalism wi:l br? presentkil f i t z t .

!<ext thr

design of t.he ATN used for object rrico~nithtlwill be discussed. Following this the ~cvircrncndcl
will be described. Finally, a discoscion of the work remaining t o complete t h e L:raiiSc:in systi:rn
and some future extensioris which could be n ~ a d eto LandScsn will be presented.

CHAPTER D
Background
This chapter presents an overview of LandScan, a description of the general ATN
formalism, and a brief discussion of SurfsW

- the ff~odeliingt\ystern chosen for implementing both

the surface and scene models.

2.1. LandScan
Given a pair of stereo images; LandScan will be able to correctly answer nstural ianguage
queries about the scene by using low and high level vision and resoning procpzses.

In the

following section the vsrious conlponents of the analyzer will be described.

LandScan hris four rnajor components which transform the data from a digitized iniage into
answers to natural language queries about the scene. The L w level image procrssing rnut.ines
detect edge points (edgels), perforill stereo matching to ottniu the 3D information cruci;zl to the
higher level analysis, and segment the picture into various picture primitives

- edges and regions.

The middle level imaging modules add topological properties to the regions detected by the low
level routines so that these regions may be groupetl together in the high levtai imiige
representation.

It is the high level vision which use< the image primitives (regions), the

topological properties of this set of regions, 2nd a priori knowledge of the dom;i:~ to recognize
that a subset of these regions is i : ~fact a single object aird to assign a label t o this set of f;icea.
The high level image processor also determines aud stores a very primitive set of spatial r e l a t i c ~ ~ s
which hold between the objects it has identified. Finally, the natural language iotc-rt'acc : ~ n dhigh

level reasoner parse queries, search the representaton of the image for the data in question, anii
generate the appropriate repsonse to the query.

All low and middle level image processing is performed in a bottom-up f s h i o n when the
digitized image is presented to the system for analysis. The high level vision analyzes the scene
using

3

togdown con!,rol structure driven by the quciics p:irsed by the natur..:l la-nguage interf;bce.

No high level recognition or analysis is performed until a qirery is made.

When a queskian is

asked, the high and mirtdle level nlodels of the image are analyzed only s much

3s

is necessary t o

enable the generation of an adequate response for the user. Since the high level analysis (>S bhe
scene is driven by the queries of the user, the high level vi.:inn processes operake in a topdown
fashion. Only t,hose objects and relations expressly mentioned in the query are searched for in the
image. Thus it is not always the case that a scene .wiii be completely analyzed.
portions of the scene which are of interest to the user \.iiil bc analyzed.

Only Chose

Althotrgh using this

recognition st.rategy will increase the tirne necessary t o ;.ns7wcr a question, it wriil probably redi~ce
the overall amount of work which is done in analyzing

3

rcene. The sjstcm will only stcjre

3

representatioil of the parts of the scene which have been ~ l ; . - c t ahout.

The polyhedra was chosen

3s

the image primitive

~'i;r the

representation of objects.

'This

choice was not arbitrary, but carefully considered in t h e system dorn:rin, aerial photcgraphu of
urban scenes. Looking a t such images they appear to f;.: .:omposed ol' polyhedra. of vnrious sizes
and shapes a t different distances from the ground. T;ier:.:'ore

it is very intuitive to des4:iibc

tht?

rcpresent.ation of objects in terms of se9.s of these polyhrs'i~. The final symbo!ic represttnt.ation o'i
the scene will be labelled sets of polyhedra. The decisio~i to model the scene by rr)l!t.ctione of
planar polyhedra meant that the planar representation of

;
: scene

would have to be iimplernentc.d.

Available was SurlsUP which contains atmost all the data types and routiilcs necessary to ito S * I C ! ~
modelling. Where SurtsUP was lacking, i t provided the flexibility necessary t o extend the syst~.:n
to accomodate the model.

The system being dcsigned has Inany different processes which work on various
representations of the data available f r m i the scene to make the final anal:l.siu possible. E x 5 of
these operations needs a different representation ol' the data

- pixels, faces! objects, etc.

The

scene is represented by a hierarchic21 model with entities a t level i being pointers to collections c;f
entities at level i-I. The various levels of representation in the hierarchy are pixel, edgele, stereo
matched edgel, segment., regiori, snrface, and scene. The pixel representation is an NxN rnzi.;i~of
grey levels (bet.ween 0 and 255) representing the 'color' of that point in the digitized image. The
edge1 model represents all of t,he edge point6 (whether real

Or

noise) which have been found after

convolving the image. Again, this is arl NxN matrix where a zero indicates no edge point aud a
non-zero value is the change in value of the two regions which the edge separates. The system
then uses the stereo pair of edgel models t o obtain a representation of the 3D inlormstiou about
the regions bounded by the edges. Again, an N x N matrix is used for tjhis representation. The
edge poiuts are then approximated by seglnents and the representation produces a list of lire
segments determined by their end points.
polyhedron is defined by

3

These segments are coxnbined into psiyhedra: each

iist of edgt:~drfiriing it, its surface nornial, shape - the number of edges

defiaing it, its compactness and its centroid. This surface nlndel also

h;nr,

the relations between

polyhedra stored. These relations are nieccssary for perforiniiig recognitiokl tasks. Tllc highest.
level in the hierarchy is the

sct:~rt

mode!.

!t

consists of a iist of objects in thc scene and the

relations between those object.^. Each o h j e d is described by t5e set of faces composing it and t h e
specific attributes of this object

- its location

and I;~bel. The relations express the topology of Lhe

-

scene in a very primitive way the loc;l~ionof objects reistive to one a.not.her.

In order to perform the high levr! vision and reasoning t ~ k reqtrira.
s
3 by this syskrn, ~ n i ! d
knowledge must also be encoded into the system. This global knowledge will be used to recognkze

*

an edge1 is a pixel corresponding to a boundrry in the image

objects, understand natural language queries, 2nd search the scrsne model to obtain 3n ailswcr to

3

query. Presently, three sources of a prior: knc,wledge have b ~ e ndetermined necessary t o perform
the a b v e mentioned tasks.

These three representations of world knowledge are an

:\TN

grammar which d~scribesthe rnanuer in which surfaces are grouped t o form objects, s r;vo;ld
model and an object model. The world and object models are very similar to those in the Shapiro
and Haraiick [Shapiro 841 ayst?m as well as Rosenthal's Conct.ptua1 Iiierarchy [Rosenthd 811.

The Grammar rules used in recognizing objects hzve been strr~cturedas combinations of
surfaces and objects because of the appearance of these ursan objects in s n aerial view.

A

sequence of rowhouses appears t o be a sequence of simple buildings joined together in a particular
fashion. h divided highway looks like several roads aligned in a specific manner. The grammar
presents a straightforward description of the steps which mrrst be followed in order to construct a
specified object type frorn the data primitives present in the actual scene. I t is also a gooti
represent~tiunscherne for a domain in which objects of the same type (ie. building) may have
very diverse appearances.

Unlike Rosental's Conceptual Fiirrsrchy

knowledge has been divided into two levels

for modelling world knowiedge, the world

- the world

model and the object model. Rowutfial

-

proposed a purely hierarchical model of the world which is ordered by two ON relations ON TOP
OF and PART OF.

ON in his system is essentially

3

size ordering. What this implies

IS

that the

entities in the Conceptual Hierarchy are not a t the same level of abstractioe. Therefore. CAR

ON STREET and VENT ON BUILDING, while both are rc-presented by the Conc~ptual
Hierarchy, mean very different things. This nizkes the Conreptual Hierarchy :in cinwtse r.hui+:~
(;r
representation of global knowledge for a systaum which must reason b n : 4 on natli:al

Iangbag~

querles. Instead a representation similar to Shapiro and Harslick's hierarchical, relatiwt:rl mudel
was chvsen [Shspiro 8.11.

The problem faced by Shapiro and Hnralick is 3aalogo~tsto the problem at hand
system which can perform a v3riety of basks on the same data

-

- design a

3114 their ,iiilution w : , very

influential in the design of t.he image model. Shapiro and Harslick have designed a hierarchical,
relational model of

3

low-level vision and

domaiu (an F-15 bulkhead) which provides precise, accurate information for

zt.

the same time is useful to high-leva1 vicioil and planning processes. Their

mode! h a s four levels in the description hierarchy of the ficc$ne - the world, object, part and
slrrfnce/arc divisions. Each level has

3

spatial data structure consisting of a set of relations giving

the features and relationships of the ent.ii,ies a t that level. Thc world level nlodels the arrangement
of objects in the world. The object level

- the srrangement of

levcl describes the relationships betweeu surfaces of
sctnal surfaces and arcs a t a physical point level.

3

part.

p x t s in e ~ i object.
i
The parts

The sarfacc/arc level specifies the

With such a data structure all the desired

opt?rntions can be performed.

Like the hierarchical relational nlodel of Shapiro and Haralick, the world inode1 describes the
features and relations of the objects In the domain. The objects are those which can be expected

in an urban scene

-

buiitfings. streets, sidewalks, ctc. Tile worlci model rep~esentsthe relations

between objects in the domain. The world is ;eprt.st.nted by a labelled directed muitipraph in
which the nodes are the o b j ~ c t sin the domain :+nd the arcs are labelled with the relati011 which
holds betwccsn the two objects in the world. It has been determined that a t !exqt two relations are
needed to adequately model the world. 'The two reiatioashrps are NEXT-TO and ON. NEXT-TO
implies that two objects can be expected to !w adjacent in the domain. This adjacency does not
necessarily mean that the two objects will be adjacent in the geometric sense
boundary

- but that they would be viewed as being 'close

- sharing a corr~rnon

enoughmto be cor~sideredadjac-etrt. For

exaniyle, C A R NEXT-TO BUILDING could be said to hold even if the car and bt~ild~ug
are
separated by some other &
s

object such as

3

sidewalk. The ON relabirtu hxs one int*rpretati~.ri

'on top ofm. In the current dornain CAR or< STREET is a valid relation bl:?, BCriI,DZN(;

ON

STREET is not. We do not expect to see buildings on top of streets in urban scenes. CAI2

0.q

STREET can only mean that the object C A R can 5e on toy of an object S'I'REET, no! that the

CAR can be part of the STREET. The information about the propertrts .md features

ol

the

objects is represented in the object model. This way, there is no possible confusion about t5e
meaning of the rel~tioosl~ips
represented by the arcs in the graph.

properties of the
The object model represents the expected physical features and ling~~istic
objects in the ifon~ain. The physical properties are the parts of objects. These *partsY are the
ohjects which were not, included in the world modei in order to keep the level of abstraction in
that mcdel consistent. In the object model, objects sre decomposed into their possible parts

BC'LDING can have the parts roof, walls, steps, vents, and airconditioners just

-a

t.o mentiuu a few.

Since the objects in the world rnodel are not prototypes per say, there will simply be a list of parts
associated with each object. Thc:e will be no iildication of the number of each part which the
object should have.

The linguistic properties are those features which affect the usage sr,d interpretation of rr
spatial construct (phrases describing the spatial relations between objects). Since the domain is a
visnal one, each object, in the domain will have a .placeg associated with ~ t . However, since
objects have different qualities associated with them, they may occupy space

- have a place - in

different ways. This notion of place is what Herskovits calls the cannonicai geometric description
of a spatial entity (what I am calling cibjects) fHers!;ovits 82). Most of tht: objects in che domain
will be ordinary solid objects which are bounded, closed surfaces. These are objects such as
buildings, vehicles and people.

The other major category of objects in this domain are the

geographical objects. Geogrsphical objects are entities with slightly irnpreris~boundaries
rivers, and fields

- roads,

Although most of the entities in the dornain Id1 into one of tbese two

categories, there are several other descriptions which will have to be cocsidered iu order to design

a robust natural language interface to the system. These are the geometric descriptions for liquid
or gaseous objects, parts, a group of entities considered to occupy a single place, gconictric objects
such as points of lines, parts of space, holes, unbounded objects, and substances.

The notion of the space which an object or entity occuyies is only one of the types o l object
knowledge which is necessary for proper interpretation and analysis of spatial construcbions. Ehch
object must have particular knowledge associated with it.

Some of these properties are

3

prototype shape and the allow3bie deviations from it, the relative size, and char:~teristic
orientation

- ie. a table stands on its legs normally.

also affect the choice of spatisl construct

The typical geometric conceptualization wiEl

- is the object normslly viewed as a point or line.

Aiong

with the typical geometric conceptualization is the typical physical context of an object. For
instance,

3

door is normally viewed as being in a ~311. The normal function of an object, its

functionally salient parts and the actions commonly performed with an object will also be
necessary for analyzing the spatial constrncts.

T o reiterate, Landscan is a query driven s e n e analyzer for 3D serial views of urban settings
which uses low, middle and high level vision processes, high level reasoning and natural language
understanding to analyze an irnage. The low and middle level vision processes are d s t a driven
and are performed when Landscall is given the ima3c input.

These processes include edge

detection, stereo matching, varinus segmentation processes and the const.ruction of the surface
model. The high level image processes which are driven by the queries are the subject of this
thesis. They are topdown object recognition using the ATN formalism, and the construction of
4

the scene model. The r~asoningprocesses are goal oriented searching for an adequate answer to
the query which is processed by the natural language inifirkice. The high level vision, re:isoning
and language understanding processes use global k n o ~ ~ l e d gwhich
e
is represented for LandScsn in
three models: the ATN grammar for object recognit,ion, the world mode! and the scene model.

Using all of these components Landscan will analyze those ?arts of the scene which are of interest
to the usc=r.

2.2. The ATN Formalism
Augneuted Transition Network grnnlrnnrs (-4TNs) Itwe been used in natural language

understanding systerns (both written and spoken) for at l e a s h e n years. They have proved u s ~ f u l
because of their perspicuity, generative power, efficiency of represenkatioa, their ability to capture
linguistic regularities and generalities. and efficiency of oper?tion. They are also easy t o interface
with other cornpune!lts of

3 system.

In general, the -4TN f.;rlndisrn has been used as a topdown,

left-to-right parsing system for naturn! language sequences.

The following section will describe the ATN formalism

3s

appears io Rates [Bates d l ] ,

Winograd [\+'inograd 831 and Winstou [Winston 7'91 [Winston and Horn 811, and the general
structlire of an A T 3 interpreter (there 3re several such stxctures). For cdditiona! information
the rmder is referred to the above references as well s the original descri*>tionof the forma!isrn
as found in Woods.

A basic transition network or finlte autornats is a set of states connected by arcs. Finite
autom:ita havr long been used in formbl 1angn:tge theory as convenient ways of encoding a set of
sequential patterns for s y ~ ~ t a c trecoynitlon
ic
or generation. A finite automata consists of

3

set of

states and a set of transitions (or arcs) fro111 state to state that occnr on input symbols choser~
from a designated alphabet. Each automata h a s a state w!iich is designated as an initial state and
a set of fiual states. The states of the finite automata correspond to the nodes of the transition
network while the transitions correspond to Iabeh o n the arcs of the network. A network is said
to accept an input sequence if there is some transition from the designated stzrting state to some
final state.

For further discussion of finite aulfirrlata and transition networks the reader is

referred t o Hopcroft [Hopcroft and Ullrnan 791.

A simple finite automata is only equivalent to a r ~ g t ~ l aexpression
;
and it can he easily
shown that regular expressions are

not adequate for modeiling m a n y

"languages'.

The Recursive

Trnnsit'ion llietwork (RTN) is weakly equivalent to a context free gralnniar or a push down
automats.

An RTN appears to he a collection of finit,: state transition networks

-

a set of

directed graphs with labelled states and zrcs, and distinguished start and final states. It differs
fro111 a simple transilion network in that it permits recursion by allowing the labels on .[.hearcs to
be both terminal symbols froin the language being described and the name of another transit.ion
network (a non-terminal symbol of the grammar associaied with the network).

An ATN is an augmented RTN. It consists of a set of states, arra which are clxssified by the
type of transitions they represent, aad a set of registers representing features and roles of tihe
constituents of an input string. The arcs also have conditions and actions associated with them. If
the set of conditions on an arc hold for the current input and register symbol, the arc is traversed
and the associated actions are carried out causing the registers as weil as the state to be changed.

This augmentation of the structure gives an ATN the poxtr of a Turing msc'ni~ie. This is so
because while the ordering of the states and arcs reflec!~the surface structure o l illput sequerices
of the language being modelled, the actions allow rextraugempnts of the input sequence to
represent a .deep strncture" of the input srqnence.

The states in an ,4TN correspond to particular points in the grammar being reached. The
arrangement of these states reflects the acceptable surlace structure of input sequences.

In

following Bates' description of the formalism, this is reflected in the choice of state names.

In

general, a state name will be composed of two parts. The first part of the name indicates the
constituent being processed, while the second part indicates either how far through the constitu~ot
the parse has proceeded or the construction which might occur next. Mneumonic names are not
necessary ( Winograd does not use them) but they help t o c!arify the grammar for human users.

The registers in an ATN are like variables in a program

- each

having a name :rnd

3

particular type of information which can be stored in it. These registers basic:illy represent the
properties of the network with which they are associated. The registers are of two types: feature
or role registers [Winograd 531. The feature registers can hold values chosen from a finite set of
possibilities. For example if there were

3

Nt~iWj%Rregist,er wssocisted with

hold the value

SINGULAR or PLURAL. The role register can hold 3 node or

representing

constituent which has been found. The nodes in

3

3

3
3

network it might

sequence of nodes

role register are parts of the

structure which have already been constructed by the network. The r d e re~istersare used to
capture the fact that two ostensibly different sequences have the same underlying structure.
There is also a third type of register corresponding to a global variable. This is the HOLD register
which is accessable to a11 graphs in the ATN. It is used to store constituents which have been
constructed by the ATN but as yet have no .role9 in the fisril structure. The contctnts of the
HOLD register are used when a constitilent is needed but does not appear a t that point in the

input sequence. Unlike the other two types of registers, the contents of the HOLD register are
deleted when another register is set from the iiOLD register.

~ longer simy;y labelled by a terminal symlwl from the language
The arcs of an ATN 3 r no

defined or a uon-terminal naming, some other network in the set of graphs comprising the
transition network. The arcs in an XTN are divided into seven different categories [Bates 811.

The interpretstion of an arc in an ATN depends upon the type of arc it is. The CAT arc tests to
see whether the current input word is or the specified category. A WRD arc is even more specific,
testing whether the current input and word specified on the arc are in f x t the same. A MEM arc
allows the current input to be a member of the list of words 3ssociated with
These three types of arcs all consume a single word in the iaput seqcence

3s

3

particular arc.

they arc traversed.

A JUMP zrc corresponds to the empty-transition of formal language theory. It specifies that the

arc is to be traversed without consuming any input.

The VI13 arc tests to see whether a

constituent of the named type has b e ~ nplaced on the HOLD list. The PUSH arc (called a SEEK
arc in [Winograd $31) initiates a call to another network in the ATN to look for a partictilar
constituent. The POP arc (SEND in [Winograd 831) has no destination state. It marks the state
it leaves a s a final state of that subnetwork. It indicates the form or structure of the input data
which is to be returned to the state which cal!ed that subnetwork. If the network was invoked by
a PUSH arc, control is returned to the PIISH arc whicb called the network when a POP is

encountered.

As mentioned above, actions construct pieces of structures and store them in the registers
associated with that level of the ATN.

There nre three basic types of actions (although some

systems have added other kinds of actions which have beel found necessary for the particulsr
spplica.tion). The three basic actions are
t o the register.

SET,SEND, rind 1,FT. SET assigns the specified

7:rIue

If it is a featrlre register this value is a feature birnensio~choice, for a role

register, the value is a node. Role registers can either he set by a cornpletely new node or have

3

node apperlded to the current conbents. The other two types of actions are used to spproximatc
parameter passiog. The SEh'D action appears only on PUSH arcs. It is used t o set

3

register in

the network beicg *calledm. The LIFT action ~ I l o w sa register in the level immediately above t.he
current network t o be set.

It the ATN h m a gglobd

HOLD regi:,ter, a

HOLD action set,s this

register t o a node bagged by ibs constituent type.

Winston [Winston 791 [Winston and Horn 511 describes ai: ATN as consisting of a grammar
and a dictionary. The dictiouary portion of ao ATN is the knowledge Bme used in parsing and
generating sequences. The term dictionary is used for knowledge base because ATN's have been
used almost exclusiveIy for natural language systems. The dictionary is used t o fitore inforniation
about the 8worrts" which are recognized by the ATN. In natural language ATN systems, each
dictionary entry will consist of a word aud its lexical cat2gories.

In the Tropf and Walter

[Tropf 831 A T N which w;rs desigucd for object recognibion the dictionnry consists of ~ t ~ r t ~ c t u r a l
knowledge and geo~netrical models and formulas.

In this thesis the terms dictionary and

knowledge base will he used interchangeably.

An ATN grammar describes

3

language by representing in

3

formal way the accept:lhle

sequences of words in the 1:inguage defined by the network. if, however, the ATN is to be used E x
analysis, an ATN interpreter (parser or generator) must be written which wi!l take

input the

grammar aud an input string and produce some resulting structure. Because the grammar is
separate from its parser, almost any classical parsing algsrith~ncan be adapted to an A'TN as
long as some mechanism for handling registers, testing conditions and performing actions is
provided.

The flexibility of the ATN fornialism is demonstrated by the variety of parsing

strategies which have bet%napplied to the formalism.

Classical top down, left-to-right parsers

using simple backtracking have been implemented as well zs parsers which work in parallel.
There have even been ATN systems designed which parse middle-out beginning front island3 in
the middle of the input string and expanding these out to :he end of the string. The following will
discuss several different. interpretation algorithms which have been useti in .4TN's.

The original A T N parser was written by Woods in 1970. This parser w,?s designed to be
more versatile than the simple top-down, depth first strategy described above. It is based on a
list of alternatives, each containing all the inforrnation necessary t o restart the parser a t the point
a t which the alternative was created. This allows the alternatives to be tried in any order

- not

simply depth first. An alternative is the current input string, the current state. the remainicg arcs
t o be tried from that state, the register list, and the stack which is used to store information from
other levels of the network.

The alternatives are used to remember the remaining arcs to be

tried, to deal with an ambiguous input word, or to handle ambiguities in the next input word.
This parsing scheme wns used in tile LUN.kFt system. The LUNAR parser c0nsist.s of four basic

functions: PARSEII, LEXJC, STEP, and DETOUX. PARSER is called wit:. :A input strino, :iud it
sets up the initial config:tration

- the initial state, the empty

rcgister Iist

the stack. It then

calls LEXIC t o perform lexical analysis of the input string in order to d ~ i e r m i n et,he next word.

PARSER then calls STEP t o set up new configurations from currently active configurations.
STEP uses its arguments (either a configuration or alternativej to follow 3n nrc thus continuing
the parse. If there are no more arcs to follow, NIL is returned. If PARSER runs out of active
configurations, DETOUFt is called t o select an alternative to try. Since aciicii~on the arcs can
influence the order in which alternatives arc chosen, it is possible to reduce the search sp,xe
necessary to find the most likely parse of the input.

Most ATN parsers have been designed to do left-to-right parsing of nn input st?ntence. The

ATN formalism has been demonstrated to be more versatile than that. It
in a very different way in a speech understanding system.

hzi

been used by Bates

This parser operates under the

following hypothesis:
...it is not necessarily the case that a speech uilderstanding system shouid a:tJempt to
process an iitterrrnce left-&+right, it may be bette: to begin in the midd!e with a
reliably identified long content word and work from t h e inside of the sentmce o u ~to
the ends. In this way, the grammar can 3150 provide predictions abcut what cau be
adjacent tto a portion of the s e n t ~ o c ealready processed, and these expectations can be
used by the rest of the sysccm in its analysis of subsequent (or previous) portions of the
utterance. IBates 811
The parser can begin a t any point in the input string and parse despite the lack of certainty as t o
the exact nature of the words a t any place in the input. A table holds all partial parse paths for
use in another, more complete parse path. The parser also rnakes predictions about the lexical
class of the gaps between sequences. Because the parser works out from islands in the dat,a, the
arcs in the grammar are indexed to allow easy retrieval of all arcs consuming a particular type of
word.

Using this indexing scheme, when a word of a particular class is found, all arcs

corresponding to that class are retrieved and a corresponding partial parse path is set up in the
table for each arc. The parser adds onto these islands in the table, working out until the entire
utterance has been spanned.

The ATN fornlalism is not only flexible enougb to be used wit.h rather unorthodox parsing
strategies, it can also be used to generate syatacticaiky correct :itrings of a language.

The

formalism tends itself to this generative jmwer because Ihe grammar is writt.en in a form
independent of analysis or production. An ATI'J generator takes as input an ATN grammar and
dictionary and produces sentences. In the simpiesl case, the generator will begin in the initial
state and randomly select an arc leaving that atntz. If the arc is of type CAT, WRD, or ME?+,:,
the generator will attempt to select a word of that category from the dictionary satisfying the
conditions on the arc. The following of PUSH, POP, VIR. and JUMP arcs is the same as in a
parser. Operating in this simplistic: Pishion, the generator will produce sentences which are onIy
grammatically correct.

2.3. SurfsUP
The following is a brief overview of SurlsLF, the Surface Systcrn

oY

the University of

SurfsUP is a collection of data structures and s~~broutines

Pennsylvania, [Radack, et 31 841.

operating on these structures which may be called directly or be ;recessed through the interact.ive
front end, IntSurf, provided by the system. This modelling system

WM

chosen t o implement the

surface and scene models of the irnage because of the rich data structures, extensive aet, of
accessing and manipulation routines, and the relative ease with which the systen~can be extended.

The basic data type in SnrfsLJ1 is the polysurface or psurf. A psurf is a coliect.ion or list of
connected surfaces, csurfs. -4 csurf is a connected network of vertices, edges, and f c e s . In other
words, a csurf is a connected object. A connected object is one in which any node (vertex, edge or
face) may be reached from any other node in the object by traversing a sequence of edges
belonging t o that object network. The data structure yerffiits an arbitrary number of edges and
vertices on

3

face, an arbitrary number of faces on an edge and an arbitrary number of edges

impinging on a vert,ex. There are

3

few constraints on the representation of the various prirnitives

(psurfs, csurfs, faces. edgcs, vertices). An edge xnllst Ce re::rcsrnted

by two vertices. F w e s must

te convex. This does not reduce the types of poiyhedral obircts whicir may be represented s ~ n u e
adjacent piaues may be coplanar. Also there is no convexity restriction on the shape of csurfs or
psurfs.

SurfsUP a190 provides the basic operations whicb >;:ow the programmer t o n13nipui:zte the
psurfs without concern for the details of the data structures. Among these basic operations are
creation, iteration, and attribute calzulatioo.

The syst,cm provides the ability t o create instances of the various drita structures, Psurfs
can he read in from text,ual files which contain vertex locations and information about the edges
and faces which join the vertices.
transformed topologically. Faces

The psurfs may be copied, transformed geometrically, and

rimy

be created using the rotltine MakeFace which rcqilires a list

of edges suitable for defining tbe boundary of a face.

The iteration routines are extensive, allowing for iter2lion through the edges or vertices of a
face, the vertices of and faces on an edde, and the edges cantaiciilg a vertex. -41~0provided are
the capabilities of iterating through the vertices adjacerrt to a particular vertex, the edges
connected to a particular edge, a ~ i dthe faces adjacent to a given face.

At a high level, operations are provided for the revoli~tionand spherical s~veepingof psurfs,
pairwise face intersection between 311 faces in a psurf 2nd Set.ween f:ices in h o or more psurfs,
finding the exterior boundary of a psurf, applying a trallsformatioo to all vertices o l
testing for inclusion of a point in

3

3

psurf,

p s ~ ~ rand
f , cornbilling psurfs into hierarchies for representation

of complex objects. The system h a s routines for calc~llatingvnrious metric properties of a psurf
such as the volume, area, center of gravity, principle axes, and moments.

It also allows the

programmer t80call built in routines t o calculate the direction of the edges in a lace and the face

-

normal. Routii~eshave bee11 provided to split, laces and eltics routines which will bc r.et.essary
since the input data to psurf from the proposed system will Ije image d . ~ t a . therefor^ it c;lnrioi, be
guaranteed that this d313 will deflne convex faces, a necesa:iry requirement tor Surfd.T'. I-faviog
these routines will facilitate the nlanipulation of the data for representation by Surfs.sFiP.

For further eupl3nation of

SurtsUP see

the

iiin.~o f i o j e c l

[Radltck, et a1 841 alld A Geometric Irtvestigatiorz of Rtock ;Korein 841.

N.ogr,.rmrner:~ 6 2 i : l t

Object Recognition
In order to do any high level imnge processing

- ie. recognizing objects and

assigning labels

t o them, it is necessary to have two types of inlormati~navailable to the scene analyzer: the
actual visual data and world knowledge enabling t,he system ibe it human or machine) to
recognize t,he possible ohjects in t.he domain. These two types of knowledge can take
forms.

3

variety of

The actual data can be pixels, straight line se::rnent.s, circular arcs, corners, regions,

generalized cylinders or any other of the many primitives wed in image yrocesiiiug to approximnte
solids. The world knoivledge can be represented by production systems [Rosecthal 811; ruleoriented object hypothesis [Reynolds, et a1 841; CAD type descriptions (Tropf 831; a combination
of schemata, semantic nets, mapdrawings and hr?:nan inte:f~ce [Glicksman 331; or frames [Hwang
831. I have chosen the riTN formalism t o represent these two types of information and to drive

the recognition process in LandScan. The ATN design presented here is composed of three parts:
the grammar, a dictionary, and the interprrter. The grammar represents the n priori or world
knowledge that the system must have in order t o assign ncultura!n laheis to subsets of the scene.
This world Icnowledge is what enables the recognizer t o parse the scene (which a t this point is
represe~ltedas a set of faces) into subsets which represent known objects. The dictionary is simp!y
a list of all of the faces which comprise the scene and their atttributes. It represents the actual
d a t a which will be used in the recognition process. The t,hird component of the recognizer is the

ATN interpreter. This particular interpreter is a generator rather than a parser. It begins in a
designated starting state'nnd traverses the arcs attempting t o match the arc with data from tire

dictionar:;.

If it successftiily reaches n final Xate, then a n object in the i;cccehas been ri.c:)~nir.rd

and is added to the current, scene model. The fol!crving sec'iona wili justify ~kieuse of sn A1'N t.o
perform object recognition sntl discoss the three corr?ponerits comprising the ieccignizer

- t.he world

knowledge which is represented by an ATN gramrnizr, ttt: vislinl data or d i c ~ i o c ~ r and
y , the A'T'N
interpreter which drives Ihe recognition s t r a t e ~ v .

3.1. Jusfificatiorx for the Use of an ATY
The goal of the LaildScan system is to perform query driven analysis r,f urban scenes. This
places two constraints on the object recognition process:

it must have a topdown cor~trc~l

structure, finding only those objects references in the query, and must encode global knoivledge
about a domain in which objects of the same type may have very diverse appearances.

The entities found in an urban scene fa11 into several general cntegories

- buildings, streets,

sidewalks, vehicles, and fields to mention a few. Although the objects in the domain are known,
their appearances cznnot be precisely predicted.

Therefore the use of a prototype object to

represent global knowledge of the object will not fpcilitate recognition. !t is very likely that most
of the actual objects will deviate from their prot.otype model.

IIwang e1 ai. (Hwang 831 and

Glicksman [GIicksman 831 both suggest representations of global knowledge fdr domains of this
sort. Hwang e t al. argue that a frame based representation system is good for s domain in which
the appearance,, of objects are diverse hecause gslotag in frames can have default values and thus
not have to appear in the actual object.

However, the frames still indicake an 'icle3Im or

'prototype" object. The use of a prototype representation is better used in a system where the
objects t o be recognized are more precisely known
such as a machine shop.

- ie. looking for specific objects in a domain

Glicksman [Glicksman 831 has the world knowledge represented as

schemata which encode the knowledge of objects and map drawings of the region to be analyzed.
The map definitely captures world knowledge, yet, we are able t o analyze scenes withorit the aid

of a map. Therefore it would be nice to recoguiae objects in a scene without the w e of

33

auxilliary map. Thus neither of these reprgsentatioo schemes are appropriate for the I.:~nciScan
system.

Another alternative is the production system which has been used successfully in sr-v+.r:ll
different image understanding systems where objects of the same type mny hvve rsther tiiverst
appearances (Rosenfhal 811. A production system attempts to match the conditions of a

rti;c!

:.I,

the actual data. For every set of conditions which match, the associst,ed act,ior.s uf khe ruie are
invoked, thus changing the state of tho database. This bottom-up procesr; coutiuut~s urrtil :rlt
possible objects have been recognized or a dead end is rea(:hed. The rules in

2

production sysi.ern

are similar to a grarnrnar in that they can be used to define a sequence of actions to takc to
recognize a particular object.

The production system was not chosen for the object rerognizer b x a u s e it tioes not have n
top-down flow of control. When the production system interpreter is given a set of rules and the
initial configuration of the data bxse ( s t i i c t i ~visual data) it reconfigures the d a t a b z e by
matching the conditions of the rules and t h t ~performing the action8 of the rules until

3

final

database configuration has been reached. Thus ail recognitioo is performed a t one time. While a
one time recognition phase would indeed ailow the system t o respond t o questious and reason
about the scene, these queries would not be driving the analysis.

The rules of the production system are a good representation of the a priori knowledge of
this domain, it is the control strategy which does not accurateiy represent the recognition process
performed by Landscan. The ATN formalism enables the global knoaliedge t o be encoded as a
generative model for constructing objects from the primitives in the scene while driving the
recognition in

3

topdown fashion.

This means that an object, is not searched for anti1 its

existence is directly addressed in a query.

Although a grammar-like structure adequately reptpsents the giobai knowledge in this
dom:zin, the choice of an A'I'N grammar to drive the recognition of objects still seems an odd one.
After all, the ATN formalism has its roots in formal language theory and was di?signeii for use in
natural lsngusge systems. The use of an A T N to drive recognition of ohjects io

;I

visual intage is

not vvit,hout precedence. A notable exce~tior!to i.!re use of ATN grammars ;or nzrurni langtiage
understanding is the system designed by T r n p i

3ild

Walter ITropf 8.7.1which uses an A T N caoiiel

for the recognihion of 3D objects with known geometries. The recogrritiou procfass periorrncd by

their system is one of "analysis-by-syntherism in which hypothesis about an object are generat,ed
and then verified by tlie ATN. The system first generates hypothetical model inst,antiativns, aleo
called prototypes. The prototype or geometric model of an object is a sing!e CAI)-like geometric:
description of that object. These prokotypes are then cornpared to tile actual data (the 311 image)
using the ATN. The ATN is the generative modei. it describes severs1 possible niodci-to-.pattern
primitive association sequences. If the similarity between the prototype and the image exceed
some threshold then lile prototype is considered to be a model instantiation of the acto:rl data.
Otherwise, another prototype is gencrattd 3nd matched against the data. The recognition which
is controlled by the XTN structure proceed& in the following fashion. First it locales the object in

space. The CAT arcs in the system are associated with the placement of the image primitives in

3D space. As more and more primitives are found, the degrees of freedom of the object become
more constrained, thus fixing tile object in SD space. Once the object is located, the ATN verifies
the object type by testing the pattern primitives of the model against those of the tista.

Although Tropf and Walt,er use an ATN for object recognition, there appears t o be a
fundamental problem with the use of this formalism to describe pattern staq2ences for object
recognition.

This is the inherently linear ordering placed on the scanning of input. While this

-

-

linear handling of linguistic data makes sense we rean or hear words in a linear sequence its use
in handling visual data does not necessarily seem justified.

We do not obtain the data from a

scene one Yelementma t a time nor is it likely that we match the features rvhicl~we have learned
to associate with an object in a specific order. instead, it is IIkely that we rnatch on gprominrnt'
features in the visual data.

This criticism cannot be dispensed with easily.

In order t o

use

the ilTN formalism, the

ial
znatching the dat.3 in rtle scene to t h e
recognition of objects must proceed in a s c c ! ~ ~ ~ n tfashion,
arcs which define the grammar in a specified order.

This sort of recognitiorl schenle seems

counter-intuitive t o the way in which humaas identify objects.

The problrm is that we most

liliely nlatch on some feature from the d a t a which appears to the visual systvm as "prominerit".
This detection of "prominencea may be tiol,~gically hard-wirr~d into the systern (ie.
which fires only ~ n d e rcert,ain stimulus) or be learned.

:i special

cell

Neverthe!rss, it is cfiffict~lt, if n o t

inipossible, t o model this into the system currently being d(-signed. Since we c:mnot del'ine what. a
prominent feature in the d a t a is (say nalhing of eat,racting it,) we have t o fall t:rck nn derini::g an
object in ternis of the patkern of image pririitives which defines it. Allowing the glotlal knowlel!ge
to specify the order in which object p r k i t i v e s are matched is not tinre:~5onable since any

imp!emen~ztion of the recognizer will place some ordering otr the ~ n a t c h i n ?sequence. In pnrticuiar,
the A'FN grammar presents a straight,fot\vard description of the steps which must be followed in
order to const,ruct

3

specified o l ~ j r c ttype from tile d a t 3 primitives present in the actual scene.

T h e ATN formalism has another advantage: the grammar and interpreter are separate. Therefore
a t sorile future date

3

different interpreter wliich perhaps would match on .prorninente features

first (much like the Bates speech parser) coulti be implemented.

Now that the use of an A T N has been justified, i t remains t o demonst.rate t h a t an
augmented transition network is necessary and sufficient to perform object recognition. h t h the
necessity and sufficiency of the ATPi r'orma!ism are easily shown. Sufficiency ir, inherent because
an A T N has all the power of a Turing machine. It can represent any language whose sentences

can be generated by

3

det,errniriistic computational machine.

features against actual features in tlie data (in a giant nested

By seqc~entiallpinatching model

F ~t~ateriient)
zn object will be

recognized. Therefore the ATN is ::ufficient. The question stiil remrzins
much power.

- mighi it

not have too

Johansen et al. [.lohanseu, e t 31 831 have also shown that a deterministic fiuite

automata (dfa) which is equivalent t o

3

regul:zr language c:m be used to det.ect struct:~rc in

polyhedra. However, their dfa is a parser which takes as input

3

st:iug of geometric prinritives

encoded in a specific order a s d simp!y determines whether of not this aequenct: actually reprrsents
some polyhedral structure. It does not actually build an object inst.;nce nor arc. the

p~t~i1pif;:i

defined in terms of simpler polyhedrn. Therefore, a dfa will not c a p t u x the rw:) level ticsi.ript,i!>n
of the objects in the urban dornain nor is it capable

Of

building obicct ! ~ . ~ t , a r i ~But
r : i . ~)crhap>a

recursive transition network is all that is necessary. The RTN is not pc;l.i.erfui enough to d o what
the sysbem proposes to do

- recognize and represent

3-D objects nnd ihe relations between tlle:n.

An RTN does not have the capability of bcildiug structures, a necessary fe3:ure in tile syst.e!n.
The lack of st.ructure building facilil.ies iil au IiTN is

cot,

its ~ ~ n inzdequ:rcy
ly
in :his applic:ition.

The tests on 3rcs are also used in recognizing objects. Consider the foliciwing ex:zrr:ple. 'T'lie ,.l'T'N
has been told to find a buiiding. It first locates a sirnplz building. It thtm finds nnothrr simple
building in the data base which is attached to the rirst building in a nr:uIner which suggests that
the building is probably a series of rowhousrs. The ncw building is added to hhz OBJECT register
and the SIiUrYPE register is set to RCWIiOUSE. flowever, if the SI:BTE.PE register -were already
set to COMPLEX, this would indicate that the object being recognized could not be a RowHcrise
but would Call into t.he more general category of COMPLEX buildings. If this feature testing were
not available, as soon as a simple building were found which was connect,ed to the object in the
OBJECT register in

had now found

3

a way which suggested rowhouses, the ATN would uslime erroneously that it

RO1,VHOUSE.

Thus the ATN fornlalism has been shown to be a suitable paradigm for object recognition in

this domain because the grammar describes in

3

resonabie way tihe world knowledge necessary

for recognizing simiiar objects having very diverse appearances. It hru also been shown that if the
world knowledge is encoded as a grammar then a formalism with !,he power of

3

Turing machine

is necessary for the recognition processes reqrrirea by LandScm.

3.2. The Objeck Recognition Grammar
The ATN grammar for object recognition is a set of states and :.he arcs tetweeu then. This
grammar represents tbe world knowledge necessary to enable ohject recognition. The grammar is
a generaiive rnodel describing in a sequent,ial manner the set of faces and the rel:ltions hrtwecn
these faces which must appear in the surface model in order t.o recc,ini~ea part.icular object. For
example, two planes which are contiguous, a certain height

fft?:n

the ground. artci haviag

approximately opposite surface normals define a simple buiiding. (Remember, currently thip
system only handles an aerial view of a scene.) The grammar defining this sequence Lrpprars in
3-1.

(House
(cat buildface
(and (surface-normal
(setr obj *)
(setrq type house)
(to House/hdf)))

< > 0) (#-sides >= 4))

(House/ half
(cat buildface
(and (surface-normal < >O) (# sides
(CONTIGUOUS (car obj) *))(addr obj *)
(to House/house)))

>= 4)

Figure 3-1: A Sample Grammar

The grammar as written is a two level network (thic; is considerably simpler than most
-4'TN's which handle natural language utterances.)
recognition of 'simple objects..

The bottom level concerns itself with the

An object is simple if its further decomposition into parts will

result in no entity which is in the domain of objects. For example, decomposing a building with a
pitched roof (as ddescrihed above) wil'l result in two halves of a pitched roof.
entities are considered objects in the domain

- they are parts of objects.

Neither of these

This level

cons is:,^

of the

networks SMPBUILD, SLLIPSTREET, SIMPFIELD, and SLMPSIDEWA1,K. The top level combines
surfaces and simple objects which were recognized i the first level of the network into .cornpiex
objectsm. A complex object is decomposable in a nontrivial way into a t i e a t one simplo object.
For a complete listing of !he grammar see -4ppendix '1.

In the current system this grammar is written following the usual convention where
is represented as

3

list:

3

state

the first element of t h e !ist is the state name arid 'the remaining

components represent the arcs leading out of that state.
Bates' convention of two part names.

The states arc nnrried fr~llowingthe

The first part of the narne indica~rsthe name

of

rh<l

network and the second part descrihes either how far along this stale is in the recognit.inn process
or the sublype of the object being recognized. 'The fietviork name is c;ue of the grnerxl caregorics
of objects t,o be recognized, a top level network, or a sinrpier instance of one of these cattegorirh. a
bottorn level network. Currently the system is recognizing four majer types of objects: bail(ti!~gp,
streets, sidewalks, and fields. Each of these major catcp-ories is divided into subcategories

- silmi.

of which correspond to complex objects, others to simple objects. See 3-2 for a iisting of Ihe
major object types and subtypes.

The arcs are represented by lists in the manner described in Bates. The first eleme~>t
of the
list indicates the category or type of arc and the second element in the list is dependent upon the
type of arc it is. It could be a syntactic category

- words or lists of

words,

3

constituent type, the

BUU,DING
simple
house
pyramid
tiered
coi~rty3rd
complex
rowhouse

STREET
simple
laned

SIDEiS'ALI<
sin~ple
curved
conlplete

I4'lELD
simple
parking lot

Figure 3-2: Major Types and Subtypes of Objects
next state, or the form in which the data 'par~ed' is to be returned. PlText is a iist (possibly
empty) of tests to be performed before the arc can be traversed.

Unless the arc is a POP arc

there will follow a list of actions to be performed as the arc is traversed. Finally, the next state is
specified (for all arcs except JUMP and POP types).

The labels on the arcs (object type or surface type) represent the type of components which

will form the object either a face or a simple object. The tests ou tbe arcs encode the rrl:%t~o~-is
which must hold betweeen the components of xn object :,a(! also p ~ a v i d efurther checki~igof the
features of a component. Althoagh n building may be combined with a surfwe thus producing a
complcx building, this may not. be possible if the buildiug is not of the correct si~btype. A
condition testing the subtype register handles all such czses.

The rrlations between r:tct-$ are

tested by inspecting the corresponding entry in the face relstion tabips.

The actions performed on the transitions or arcs cf the ATN are the stalldarn register
setting actions of all ATN's There are two registers asociated with the system

-

:I S C ~ D T Y P ~ :

register and an OBJECT register. The SUBTYPE register conlains the current subtype or thr

r4?Jtart

being recognized. It is a feature register whose valuc is rhosen from the set of s t ~ t t y p e sforrnd in
3-2. 'This subtype can change as different parts of the object are matched. The OBJECT register

is a role register containing a iist of all the faces which comprise the object. As facry 3re found

which match the generative sequence described by the grainiuar. they are added to the OBJECT
register. Once an object hm been Cnfly recognized (a fir::iI

h1:.:re

in a toplevel network has been

reached) it is added to the knowledge of :.he scene. The a&:ii!;on ;>rP mother object, to the scene
rnodel is performed by t!~e BUILDQ cztion. This action ~ n l yarpezrs on the arcs leavir~gst.atcs in
which a complete object hks been ideu~ified.

3.3. The Dictionary
The dictionary in h e recognizer is the surface 1 n d e 1 .svi:ich represents the visual data, 311 of
the faces in the scene and their attributes. The surface mod.-! repres:nts

both the geometric and

topological information about the w ~ f a c eprimitives in the scezte.

The geometric attributes 3ssociated with each surface o; t?cc are the area of the face, its
surface norma.1, the centroid, the shspc, and the cornpactnes,. uf the face. The ares and shape of
the face are easily computed. The stiape is determined by ttre numhfr of edges bounding the face.
The centroid is the height from the ground of the center of lit? face. The centroid was chosen to
represent height because many faces will not be horizontal.

If the face is not horizontal, the

height of the face (or distance frorn the groucd) is not immediatefy apparent.

The cenbroid

appears to be a good approximation of tf:is. The siirfa.ce normal represents the angle of the face.

hiany faces will not he horizontal and the angle of the suriace is iastyumental in the recc~gnilion
process. The compactness is a further representation of !he shape cf a face. Just knowing the
number of sides of a face is not always an adequate reprtil?ntation o f its shape. Many objects in
the urban scene may be appror;irnat.ed by a rectangular face

- a face bounded by

four edges. For

instance, both a sidewalk and a street are represented by qu3drilst~rslsacd i>otii can b2ve the
same centroid and normal. Yet, they should not. be toirfused
sidewalk is not as compact rrs the face for a street

-

the surface rctpr~sc%ntingthc

- the sidervslk is narrower.

The relations between the faces represent the topological properties of the faces. In order t o
do recognition four topological relations are necessary. They are ADJACENT, CONTIGUOiiS,

ABOVE, and CONTAINS. While ADJACENT and CONTIGUOUS seem to represeni ihe same
relationship, the COIVTIGUOUS relation is a much stronger condition. In f a t , CONTIGUOUS is
a subset of ADJACENT. Two faacesare considered ADJACENT if they share a t least oue point.
Two faces are CONTIGI'OUS if they share at least two points

- in

other wards, they share

3

segment. Tbe ABOVE relation does not represent tbe normal intuitive meming of AE3(_)VE. A
face is considered ABOVE another face if the centroid of tLz first face is strictly greater than the
centroid of the second face.

The intuitive meanicg uC abo(e usuaily includes some n ~ t i o nuf

proximity as well as difference in height. This, however, wl-:rlri have been too difficult to capture
in the representation. The CONTAINS relation nleacs !hat oile face is completeiy surrounded by
another face when they are both projected onto the xy-plsne.

These topological relations are represented by adjaccrc.:~ matrices

- one

niatrix per re!.ttion.

The 'nodesm in the graph represented by the djacerrcy rr.nl:.;x are the faces which have been
found in the scene. The matrix is an n x n booleau array where 0 corresponds to no retation
between faces and a 1 t o the relation holding between ?hem. None of the relations are reflexive.
ABOVE and CONTAINS are transitive, ADJACENT and COPdTIGUOUS are symmetric.

For a more complete description or" the surface model the rca,der can set! Gov~strudionc.j n

Three Dimensional Surface Model IKrotkov 84).

3.4. The ATN Interpreter
Unlike most ATN's (in uatural language unders!:inding

as we11 as other app!ications) which

have been designed to parse an input string, this systerc will not have an object which it wishes t o
parse into its components in order to determine whether or not it is a valid object. This ATN
interpreter operates as a generat,or taking a grammar and a dictionary ss input and producing
strings as output. In the cme of natural language generation, the o ~ t ~ p string
ut
is a sentence. In
object recognition, the output

ib: 3n

object instance. Tile *dictionarymwhich will be used is a list

of all the surfaces which have been found in

3

bottom-up fashion by the low and middle level

image processing routines. The generation control structure works as folluws. The control begins
in some initial state !debermined by the object which is being looked for!.

The generator then

selects (sonrewhat randornly) an arc to follow. If a face (or other specified structure) is found to
be a subset of the list of faces (dictionary) then the cbcsen path in the ATN is continued. The
generation is complete when

3

final stflte in a top-level network (one with a

POP arc) is reached.

At this point a new object is added to the object data base, and the surfaces used in the building
of the object are marked as usi4 to avoid rising the pame Pace in more than one object.

The registers are stored as :in association list: a l i s ~~ ; pairs.
f
The first element of the pair is
the register name and the second element is a p u i n t ~ rto its value. The register structure has
been designed this way for .two reason&. First it aiiows the ATN to function recursively without
losing the registers which liad been set esrlier.

Secondly, the <name pointer- to-value>

structure allows the actual registers t o be implemented in SurfsUP. This is a necessity since all
the registers will hold SurfsITP data types and thcse dot^ types are not easily represented in LISP.

The states are stored as a symbol with a property list. The state name indicates the name
of a symbcl having the property ARCS.

ARCS

is a list of all the arcs for whirh that state is the

initial state. This storage of the state allows the grarnmnr to be separate from the int.erpteter. It

is read in using a DEFINE-STATE

funtion which sets up the property list for each state. 'The

property list representalion also facilitates the retrieval uf the arcs associated with ra state. T h e
ret,rieval process is done with a simple (GET STATE 'ARCS) function cat!.

The arc structure is of the form (TYPE HEAD TEST ACTION*). TYPE specifies the kind of arc

- PUSH, POP, CAT or

tWh.fp. These are the only arc types necessary for this grammar. T h e

C.4T action is performed by a SurfsTJP routine which srwches the surface model for the type of
arc indicated by the arc label. PUSH, POP and J U W alter the flow of the LISP code without
calling any exterr~alroutines.

HEAD specifies addition4 information wtlich must

be known in

order for the arc to be taken. If the TYPE is CAT the IIEAD will be the category of the surface,

PUSH and

HEAD is tlre

ATN which is called, JUhP

- the next stat<.in the ATN, POP aud HEAD

is the <FORM> of the constituent lo be returned. There are three types of F O R ~ ~inS this systern:
a

* - refers to the current

item of input. In the actions on a F'USH arc it is t,he value of
the constituent rrt,urned.

- returns the current contents of register KEG. In this system only this
will appear as the HEAD of 3 POP arc.

(CETR rCEG!
FORM

<OBJECT- TYPE OBJECT SUBTYPE>

- explained below.

TEST is the conditions which must further be met in ordcr

for that arc to be traversed. The tests

allow the grammar to be context sensitive. Often tests invove checking the cootents of registers
which have been previor~slyset. ACTION specifies the register setting and stn:cture building t o be
done as the arc is traversed. The possible actions are:

-

(SETR REG V A L U E ) sets the register REG to the evaluation of VALUE
a ( S E ~ R QREG STRING)

(ADDR REG VALUE)

- sets the register REG to the literal STHWG

- appends the evaluation of VALUE to the end oi the list in REG
-

(RUILDQ < F O R M > ) builds a constituent of the structure specifkt3 by < F O R M > . The
constituent built in this system will be an object Instance. In this system there is only
one FORM used in a BUILDQ: <OBJECT-TYPE OBJECT S U B T Y P E >

o OBJECT-TYPE
0

is a major object type as in 3-2

OBJECT is the OBJECT register

o SUBTYPE is the SUBTYPE register

These actions are actually perforn~edby the SurfsUP routines s h r e Ihe surface model has been
implemented in SurfsLP. The SETR aud SETRQ are simple Pajcal assi~nrnentoperations. ADDR i~
implerli~nteii by the SurfsUP routine AddFaceToList in which the race is added to the OBJECT
register which holds the set of faces cornposing the object.

BUILDQ calls 3 wries of SurfsUP

routines which add the newly found object to the scene model.

The control structure for the ATN is provided by a gencrasor which is
functions. The first function GENERATE is called with one argument
grammar.

3

series of LiSP

- the starting state of the

The initial configuration (initial state, register list, st,ack) is set up hy this call. A

function ATN is then cdied with the starting state. ATN is the funcltion which selects the arc
which is to be foiiowed. The backtracking is a simple, depth first stxztegy. If the first arc fails
then the next arc in the arc list ssociatetl with the state is called.

From A T N the EVALARC

function is called with the arc to be evaluated and the association list representing the set of
registers. First EVALARC determines the type of arc which is being considered as a possible
transition. Once the type of the arc h;s been determined, the function associated wit,b that arc is
performed. If that function returns a non-nil value

- in the case of a CAT or PUSH arc - TEST is

evaluated to see if the next state can actually be reached. The tests must be performed after the

CAT or PUSH aclions because tlhe XTN is performing generation. This means that the actual
data is not known until after the HEAD is matched. This differs from parsing where the currcst
input is available before the arc is traversed. In generation the CAT sad PUSH arcs will return
new structures which are then tested against other already existing structures and registers. If the
arc is a XJhfP or POP then the tests must be performed before fhc JUMP or POP action is

attempted. Finally, if ail the tests arc true, the a c t i o ~ sare evairiated by tbe I3VALACTIONS
function and the ATN enters

3

new state. This new state is determined in one of three ways. If

the arc is a nrMP arc the HEAD of the zrc list structure specifies the next state and ATN is cnllrd
with HEAD. A POP arc will call the fuoccion POPATN which either returns the flow of control to
the arc from which the network was invoked or determines that
network has been reached and thus add

3

b:

final state in the top-level

new object instance to the model. Any other type of
1

arc will have a <TO STATE> action 3s the last action in ACTION which calls the TO function
in the generator.

The TO function theu calls ATN with this new state and the traversal

continues in this fahion until a final stzte is reached or the functions gets halted in a non-final
state with no more arcs to try.

TER W

G
Repraventation

- The Scene Model

Simply recognizing objects is not adequate for a system which is designed to analyze

3

scene. The scene must be represented in a manner which facilitates the analysis. At 311 stages of
image processing the scene is represented

- as pixels, edgels, edges, f:xces,

or objects (these are the

various levels of image processing in this system). However, not all of these rcpreseuts~lonsare
conducive t o high level scene understanding.

Imagine having to aoswer a question ahout the

existence of an object when the only representation of the visual data was a t the pixel level. In
order to adress the query, the system would have to have some way of grouping together a
certain number of pixels of a?proxim:te.ly

the same grey level, calculating the shape of this

region, etc. All of these steps would have to occur e:rch time a question was :Aced. Not only
would such a representation add enormous amounts of overhead to the scene analysis, the
representation reflects none of the ict,uitive knowledge of the objects in the sceGe and the
relationships between those objects. Tfizrefore, in order t o perform any scene amlysis in a
reasonable way the scene has to be represented in sonle fashion which will enable the opcrztioiis
necessary ior scene analysis to be performed. These actions include among others calcu;atirlg of
relations, both complex and simple, amcjng objects; locating specific features of objectn: and
identifying specific types of objects. The representation of the scene

- the scene model - described

below h3s been designed to facilitate these operations necessary lor robust image unc!erstanding.
Sicce one of the goals of the system is t o understand locstive constructs in natural language
utterances, special detail has been payed to representing the pvrmitive spatial relations between

objects in a way which will enable the sj-stein to understand phrascs expressing more cornplex
relations between objects. The following sections will discuss the overall strategy wed in
modelling a scene, the representation of object iusta*lzes. the method of encoding the relations
between objects, and the irnplementntion of ibe model constrt:ctor.

4.1. The Basic Design Critericsn
Various representation schemes have heen employed in image understandilgg systems and no
optimal object represent:rt,ion has yet been fai:nd. The visual primitives uscd

?.I:,

represent objects

are highly domain dependent. In a 2D domain polyiines or concatenated line segments, fourier
descriptions, conic sections, B-splines, strip trees, or rezions have been used to describe objects. In

3D the objects can be represented by a surix? or boundary, generalized cylindecy, or mrne volume
messnre (constructive solid geome1.r~). The linai choice of representation wiil depend

cil the

dimeusion of the domain, the types of objects in the domain, the scene analysis operations which
will be perforrried on the final representatioc, and the mariner in which the representation is to be
obbined.

The 3D MOSAIC system [l-Icrman 831 has a dynaa~ic scene description which

acc~lrn~rlates
scene information as different views of the image are processed and can be used to
perform various scene analvsis tzsks.
being object primitives

The rhl>jt.cts are represented graphically with the nodes

- faces! edges, and vertices - and

between these primitives.

the arcs being the tcpoiogical relations

The representaticn of objects by their surface primitives was cbosen

because it is compact and e:sy to analyze.

ii\

otber systems the scene is represented by frame

instantiation [Hwang 831, or schem:rta instznti:rtion [Glicksrnan 831. These two cacodings can be
used when the fea.tures of the scene are more defined in advance. Rosenthal represents objccts in

a scene using what he calls an Object Description Notation [Rosenthal 811.

In this notation

objects are represented by LISP lists made up of three components: visual information (color,
shape, etc), contextual information (the likely spatial relations between objects), and tbe

regularity in spatial relations (the repetitive spatial relations on object has wibh itseif and obher
objects).

d
Most of the queries made about the scene will addrzss the existence of objects ~ n object

parts, and the spatial relations between objects. Thereiore the representation must facilitate the
findmy of objects in the scene as well as the analysis of the spatial relatinns betwren objects. This
dictates that the object representation encode in it both objects in the scene and the primitive
relations between objects. These primitive relations mlist ~ > cselected and represented iu a way
which enables LandScan to easily compose them obtaiaii:g the more complex relations used in the
scene analysis. The scene model also has to be easily co~lstrtictedfrom the data which is used in
the recognition process. Finally, since the analysis is query driven. it is only necessary t o have
those parts of the scene currently of interest to the user v ~ i l lbe represented in t t e synlbolic scenP
model. As the areas of interest in the scene may change over time, the scene model must rt:f!ect
this flux. Therefore
3

3

dynamic scene model was designed which is composed of two components:

list of objects currentiy known to be in the scene and a set of matricrs rrpresenting the

primitive r~lationswhich have been found necessary and sufficient for prrformiug further scene
analysis.

The scene model is dynamic because informatioii can be added to it
analysis occurs. Wherl the scene analysis begins
it has never processed before

-

- (ie) rvtrn

3s

further image

the system is presented with an image

the scene model Is empty. The other models of the image which

have been constructed by data driven processes are %utormlatic3llygenerated as soon as the 1rt;;ige
is processed. If no queries are made of the system, then r o scene model is ever created. VGtcn a
question is asked, the scene analyzer/constructor searches for the entities whose existence is In
question using the object recognizer described above. As soon as the objects queried

aye

found

they are added t o the list of objects known to be in thz scene. The primitive relations hetween

entities rirust then be updated

- the rctations are now d e l i n ~ dover a superset of the old ~ c and
t all

appropriate new tupies must be :idded to the newly exlendeci relntions.

Keeping a list of objects known to be in the scene allows the addition of frirther information
to the scene model t o be a trivial task. The object list component of the scene model is the set
over which the primitive spatial (topologicsl) relations is defined.

Therefore adding the new

tuples to the relations will only involve calculating the relations between the new entities and the
new set over which the relations are defined. Thus the choice of dynamic model is feasible sod
will allow for a topdown scene analysis.

4.2. The Object List
The first component of t,he scene model is the object list. TEc objects on Chis list are those
objects which have been recognized during previous scene nualysis operations. These objects are
represented by polyhedral surtaces. Thus to the high level reasoner it appears that objects .re
composed of only bounded planes

- primitives a t one level of represeo!.ation - the edge and vertex

represent,ations are not accessible to the remoniug processes. This differs from the 31) hliiSAIC
system [Herman 831 where objects :ire represented by f x e s , edges, and vertices.

Conccptltally,

these primitives are a t different levels of the processing because edges a r t sets of vertici~s;md
faces are sets of edges.

The use of a single primitive (or a set of primitives which are not.

composed from one another) is conceplually cleaner to work with and is adequate for nrodelling
objects. Each instance of an object in the scene has the informstion associated with it which was
determined necessary to facilitate further scene analysis. The components of an object record are
a name, the list of faces comprising the object, its location in Euclidean three space, and an
indication of the subtype of the object. The name of the object indicates the type of tbe object.
This name is one of the objects which can be expected in the current domain. The indication of
the subtype gives more specific information about the object

- the expectations

one c3n have

about an object when annlyzing a socne. For exsrnple, ihp name of an object might be buifd~ilg
while the subtype is house.

The face list represents the set of polyhedra which comprise tfru

object. The faces on the list are not stored with any indictniion as to what part of the object t h ~ y
correspond. This is unnecessary aincc $he objects \-*illnot be composed of lsrge numbers 01 faces.
Therefore, any part analysis operation can search thrr>uQtthe list lxntil it finds the rsce which is
likely to corresporid t o the part.

The final bit of info:.;--niion

associated with an object iu its

location in Euclidean thrce space. For lack of any better approximation of location the centroid
of the object is used t o represent the object's metric Ic?cation. The problem with ssigning a
metric t o location is that an object occupies many points on the grid and it is dirfiicult to say
which point best describes the location of an object. The centroid of an object in this system is
defined t o be the average of a11 the centroids of the faces on the face list of that object.

4.3. The Rela&ions
The relations in the scene model represent the primitive relations or topological properlies
between objects in the scene. The same four relations as in the surface model are adequate to
represent all relations, both simple and complex, among objects using various forrns of relational
composition. These four relations are ADJACENT, CONTIGUOUS, ABOIX, and CONTAINS
and are defined over the set of all objects currently recognized in the scene. The relations are
represented by their adjacency matrices because the adjacency matrix is easily updated and
makes composition of relations simple.

The composition becomes a simple matter of boolean

matrix multiplication for which there are many fast and efficient algorilhms.

The definitions of the four rela.:lons are very similar t o those of the surface model.

CONTIGUOUS is a subset of ADJACENT. Two objects are said t o be ADJACENT if they
satisfy the following condition:

FACE^

E OBJECTl and FACE... OBJECT2
such that FACEl ADJACENT F.-iCEZ
OBJECTl is CONTIGUOL'S t o OBJECl'2 if:
~ F ' A C EE~OBJECTl and ~ F . % C Ef ~OBJECT2
such that FACE, CONTIGUOC'S PACE,

-

Once again, CONTIGIJOUS is a subset :>f .4DJA@ENT. These two relations are only sj-mmetric.
The calculatiorps of CONTIGUOUS and ADJACXNT are expensive since finding each one of these
relations for two objects ~villtake O(mn) wbere OBJECTl has m faces and OBJECTZ has

rt

hces.

However, the cslculatiuns will consist in checking the CONTAINS and AD.iACENT relations of
the surface model rather than recaicukating the boundaries of the actual surtcea. This will reduce
the actual operations involved in determiai~igthe ADJACENT and CONTIGUOliS relations.

The .mOVE relation is computed by perf~rrnioga simple comparison of the location fields,
centroids, of the two objects. If the crnfruid of OB:ECT, is higher from thc ground than the
centroid of OUJEcT2 then:
OBJECT1 ABO\T OBJECT*

Like ABOVE in the surface model, the dl-fia;:icn of ABOVE in t.he scene model is not the
intuitive definition of ABOVE which carries with it some notion of proximity. This proximit,~
constraint is not part of the definition of the primitive relation hBOVE.

The CONTAINS relation is the most difficult relation to conlpute . First the bo~indaryof
the face list component of each object must be calculated. These boundaries are then projected
onto the xy-plane. The relation is then defined as follows:
B o u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( o RnJ B
E co Tu ~n )d a r y ( 0 ~ =~ B~ o~u~n ~d a) r y ( ~ ~ ? E c ~ ~ )
then OBJECT2 CONTAINS OBJECTl
B o u n d a r y ( 0 ~ fl~ B~ o~u ~u ~ ~) ~ ~ ( o B J %=TEoundary(o~~~cT',,)
,)
then OBJECT* CONT.4INS OBJECT,

-

ABOVE and CONTAINS are only trausitive.

4.4. Justification of the Scene Pvfodel
I t remains to sElow thnt the proposed scene model b0t.h adeqwtely represents the objects in
an irnage and f3cilit:ttes the soccessful execution of an:~lysisoperations. As mentioned above, most
of the analysis operstiuns will f d i int.6: one of t,hree categories: determining the existence of nn
object, finding the part of an object, or computing the relation which represrnts a locat.ive
construct relating objecls. The existence of objects will he rcsolveci in one of two

- either by

finding the object in the scene model by searching the object. list, or by using the recognizer t o
find a new instance of the object. To find s part of an object its face list will be searched until the
part is found using the global knowledge about parts embodied in the object model.

As for

resolving the interpretation of locative constructs, the relations allow objects t o be located
relative to other objects in the scene. Suppose the question were ssked, 'Is there a car on the
street?'

An object of type CAR is

0s

an object uf type STE2ET if the following primitive

relations hold:
C:ONTAIXS(STREET,C.AR)
ABOVE(CAR,STREET)
The reasoner nlould determine if the CAR is ON the STREET by calculating the following
relation composition:

CONTAINS

* ABOVE^

which would be calcutated by a simple matrix multiplication of the CONTAINS adjacency matrix
and the transpose of the ABOVE adjacency mstriu. So tlre understanding of relational expressions
wi!l be accomplished by composing the primitive relations.

The necessary compositions of

primitive relations will be det,ermined by lingnistic kuowledge used by the n:~tura] language
interface in understanding the queries. Since the model faciiitates chese three operations which are
essential to any scene analysis it, in fact, is robust enough to be used by the LnndScan image
understanding system

4.5. Impternentation of the Scene bI.xlel
The scene model has been iti~plcrneuted in Pascal

part of the SurfsLP sy.itr.n~

[Radack, et a1 841. -4s mentioned above, SurfsW w s chosen because of the relalive case in
which complex objects which are approximated by polygonal surfaces can be represented. Thew
are two data types in SurfsUP which were considered for representing objects, OBJECT and csurf.
However, neither captures the essential structure of an object

-a

.PC

of faces and 3ttributes. The

SurfsIJP object is conceptually very different from the LandSca~: object. Objects in SurfslJP are
represented hierarchically.

Each part of the object (a psurf) is defined in its own coordinate

system. These parts are then related by transformations between the parts. This is a much nwre
complcx structure than necessary to model LnudScsn objects and, more importantly, it would not
clearly indicate that an object is a set of faces. -4 LandScan object is much more like a csurf. The
csurf was not chosen for object representation bersuse tbe csurf is represented conceptuaily by
sets of vertices with the edges and faces contingent upon them as secondary fields in the csurf
record.

However, this means that the represeotation of objects in the scene model would not

correspond to the representatron of objects in the '4TN gramrnar

- sets of

faces. Since neither

OBdECT's nor csurf's really correspond t o objects, a new data type was added to SurfsUP

- the

ENTITY which represents s Landscan object. The ENTlTY d a t a structure is a set of faces and
attributes. Below is a description of the ENTITY data structure and the relatrron data structure
used to define

3 scene.

The ENTII1' d a t a type was designed to be analogous t o the face d a t a type which is the
primary structure used in the surface model. This was done to keep the modelling structure clean
between all ievels. Thus the Scene Model is analogous to the Surface Model except that the
components of the image a t this level are objects (sets of faces) instead of single faces. Using thi9
representation it is very apparent that tbe scene model is constructed only from components in

the surface model. An ENTITY record has the fo;lowing fields: a came which is the gener:~!Is!>-.l
associated with the object (building, street, etc); 3 h c e list; an stbrihrlte list
object and its subtype; and a unique i:ient,ifier field. id.

- tbe iocariou of

tilts

The id field holds a unique int,t:gcr

between 1 and tbe maximum number of entities whicl: r;l:v appear in

2:

scene. This field rriust, be

present to allow distinct cntities to be easily distingiiiskrd. The set nf entities in t,he

.;cr.rie

is

represented by a linked list of ENIK\lnODES with poiriteis to both Bbe liist and Lwt ent,ities in t,he
list. This makes it e s y to add ent.itit:s to the list (thcy are 2ushed o r ~ t othe end) and also 1.0 keep
track of the beginning of the !ist (necc;.~aryfor performing iteration). A n EWCITI'NODE consists of

a pointer t o an ENTITY and a pointer t.o the next element in the list. For a complete description of
the data structures representing entities and the entity list see Appendix B.

Once an object has been recognized, the ATN generator cslis
the scene model, AddEntityToScene?i:odel.

3

routine to add an entity to

This routine creates a new entity instance and sets

the fields with the contents of the registers OBJECT and S(:i%TYPE.The new entity reccrd is then
added to the eritity list

-

a new entity node is pushed outo ciie eild of the current entity list.

When the new entity is created an internal bookkeeping routine aqsigns the entity its unique
identifier, id. After the entity list has heen updated, the relational portion of the scene model is
updated.

The entity relations, like the f x e relations, are rcpresented by boolean matrices indexed by
the entities in the scene so far. The SurfslP system knc-i~show many elements are in the scene
because it keeps a 'marks array' of all possible entities in the scene. If an entry in this rnarks
array is set t o true then that object exists in the stem, otherwise it is an entity instance which
has not yet been allocated. The entity relation matrices are indexed by the onique identifier id.
If there were no scalar way of determining the difference between two entities, it would he
conceptudly difficult to see the correlation between the entities acd the entity relations. A 1 in

the entity relation means that the relation between

ti\\:

ii:o obji.c~sholds, a O indicateb the

opposite. Sifice these relations are dynamic (the entire x;.:)d& ..i !h-. scene is so) they are declared
to be the maximum size aIlowable, MAY -ENTITT&S -'<r'C.iCi D x hL4X-ENTITES

-WORLD.

This allows new tuples to be easily added to the adjacenpy rnatiices. The routirie to upd;rttl the
entity relations works in the following way: The

ECW entity !s

contpared to rach entity in the

entity list. Using the properties of the relations (see aha, 1) r t t ? reiations are updated a c r ~ r d i ~ l g i y .

This is the implemented representation of the scene model and a brief overview of how the
act.ua1 construction occurs.

A complete listing of the code to perform the scenP model

construction a can be found in the TEPIfPUS library.

( 7 M T Pdn
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Future Wc.rk
The recognizer and scene model will provide the i:i.lrtse inlormatien necessary to perform
scene anaiysis of urban environrnc.nt.s. In order to provitiri a robust scene represei~tnbionfor ti:e
nattiral language driver, several extensior!~must he

ixtac:r

to this work. Tbc erarnm:tr

I T I I ~ SI)?
~

extended to represer~tother objects which also occur i: .irlrar. ::et.t,ings, t l ~ rworld and object
.,

niodels must be fully clr~finedand encoilrd for use by the rlatilral langusge undt*rstander, a n:ttnrxl
language interface tnust be designed. 2nd the recognizer ,;~l:st be fully implcrnentrti.

Currently the grarnm;ir dcs6:ribrs k l t ~corietruction proce!iui.e to

to recogni~e four

f i ) ! ! ~ . ~

classe~of o b j ~ c t s :buildings, streets, sidewalks, an4 fklds. 'rile sc:ent. must bt: vicwtd frorti above
in order to recognize ihesr objects. 'rite first exbcnsion -w?::rh must be rnade t.o the ATN grammar

is the addition of rules to enablr, tire re~ognit~ion
ciF other obiects appenring in urban environments

?:,

-

vehicles, people, trees, etc,

illith the current granimzr the scene undervtander can only be

queried about the large hodies in the picture

,

- briildings? s Q r ~ e t ssidelvalks
,
:lid ficlds.

It is 1:nlil;eiy

that users will only query about these four kinds of objects. The stldition of abhw object.
delinitious to the gramfilar will provide a more realistic and robust. imago analyzer. Ideally, the
system should also be able to reason about scenes from perspectives olher than the aerial one. I
believe that the grammar proposed can be extended to encompass othrr views by the additiou of
rules describing the consbruction of objects from vther views.

Before the scene model can be used in the image analysis process, the global kuowledge

emhvdied in the world and object models must be encodcci. 'I'he world model will be represented
graphical!y as explained above. The object model presents more oi' a challange though.

Tile

PART-OF relation has been handled in many systems [Hosenthal St], [Sh:tr;iro 841. However, no

one has yet proposed a means of encoding the linguistic data which must be known about the
objects in order to uge them carrectly in natural language uctcranceu. Hersliovit,~iHerskovits 821
suggests that the following object knowledge is relevant to t,he tasE of encoding and decoding
locative coustruct~ions. She proposes that you must k3ow ihe general type of r.he object (solid,
liquid or gasj, its gravitational behavior, and its appearance a t varlous distances. Other sttributes
which might be necessary are shape, size, characteristic orientation, function,

3

typical gcon~etric

ronceptn;llization, a typical physical context? actions cornmoniy performed with the object, its
fuzctionslly salient parts, its perceptually salient p:irts, and the normal relations it might have
with other objects. The encoding of this linguistic inform:ibicin will have to be nddrcas~i.dbeiore
the scenp analyzer can be query driven. \Vith t.he use of the global iinowledge emboclirci in

two moctels, the scene model reprrsccts the scene c1at.i. so th.;t

It rsli I,e

those

~nalyzcd.

The implement~ationoi the zecognizer rnnst, be cor81p:eted. Currentiy, the rctpresent;tii~:n of
tile scene i ~ ~ o d has
e l becn futly impleiut-r~tedin Serfsf.%.'
has been writ.t,en but riot tested in

2:)

The gram:nar for representing objccts

actual compcter iinylemrntatiort. The ilTN intt~rprcterhiis

been defined by not fully irnplernented. The ATN int~rpretermust tlien be !inked to t,he surrace
ni:.>del data accessing routines and the scene model ,. i.r~:tructor. 011ce thi.3 11% Leon done the full
recognizer and dynamic scene nlodel will be operniive and will be linked to t,he scene analyzer and
natural language interface.

The natural language interface which uses the ocenl: representation still has t o be designed.
i t must be able to apply locative linguistic constructs to siirne representation of visual data and
reason about this data. The natarn! Iangnage interface will be the cext major module which must

be designed. When this is operative, the scene analj sls will be truly query driven and the goals of

the system will have been reached.

Conclusion
A recognition scheme and symbolic image representation, necessary components of a natural
language driven scene analyzer, have been proposed.

The ATN formalism has been adopted for the recognition process.
because the fornialism has

3

This choice was rn:~,de

tcipdown flow of control and the grammar describes in

3

perspicuous

way a mer.hod for finding the set of primitives which determines an object in the scene.

The

grammar does so by representing recognition as a sequential process in which faces are senrctied
for in the image. The search is corlsbrained by the features which the faces must have and the
various primitive relations which must hold between faces in order for the surfaces to be in t52 set
defining the object. Although a recognition scheme in which primilisres must be rn3t.chi.d i ~a.
specific order seems an odd choice for visual processes, it hzs been shown t,hat the formalism is
applicable t o the domain and st some future time, it rnight be possib!e to design an interpreter
which is not constrained by a left-to-right parsing/generating strategy. The A T N is driven by a
generator, thus making recognition a process in which sets of surfaces composing objects are
constructed from t!le surface model. The model h s also bee11 shown to be especially suited to

3

domain in which objects of the same type may have very diverse appearances. An aciditional
advantage of the ATN is that the recognition module will interface easily with high level
reasoning processes. The reasoner will determine from the query the objects of Interest. it will

then call the recognizer and ;sli it. to find those objects. When this has been done, t,he reasoner
will be able t o generate the proper response to the question. The recognizer also interfaces easily

with the scene representation constructor.

Using the BU!LDQ action, objects are added t o the

scene model. The ATN proposed satisfies the criteria of the Landscan recognizer:
1. It is driven by a focussirig mechanism (natural language queries).
2. It interfaces e s i l y with both reasouing and low-level visicil processes.
3. It can recognize objects of the sarne type hsving diverse appearances.

A symbolic representation for the scene and objects in the scene has been proposed which
will facilitate high level reasoning processes driven by goal-orielited analysis. Since the analysis is
goal-oriented, \ire will only want those parts of the scene which are or have been of interest in the
scene model.

The changing focus means that the scene model will have to be dynamic. T h e

proposed symbolic representation of the scene is constructed 3s LandScan is qiaerled, thus
reflecting the change in focus.

Objects are represented by a single image primitive

polyhedron. This keeps the various representations of the scene bierarchical

-

the

- each higher level is

composed of entities from the level irnnledi3Lely below it. An object in the scene is represented by
the set of faces which determint- it ( this set was cunstrocted by the secognizer), and some f ~ a t u r e s
of the object ( a metric location, type and subtype). The scene model has two compor,ents: a list
of objects currently known to be in the scene and a set of primitive locative relations between
these objects. The object representation will facilitate operations in which a part of an object is in
question.

The object list and recognizer will allow the existence of particular objects to be

determined. It has been shown that the four primitive locative relations
ADJACENT and CONTIGUOUS

- can be composed to obtaio

relations between objects as embodied in locative constructs.
LandScan criteria:
1. It is dynamic, reflecting the user's interest in the scene.
2. It facilitates reasoning processes:

locating an object

- ABOVE, CONT..ZIKS,

information about more complex

The scene model also fulfils the

locating an object p:trt
r determining relatioo~,Isat h canplex and simple, among objects

Therefore, the recognition pradigrn and scene model proposed will facilitate the top-down

analysis of serial images guided by natural la~gungequeries.

ATN Grammar for Object Recognition
GRAhlMAR

FOR COMPLEX BUILDOISOS

(building
(push simpbuild
(setr OBJECT *)
(1ift.r TYPE *)
(to Suildingj'start)))
(building/start
(jump cornpbuild/center
(or (equal TYPE center) (equal TYPE court.yard)))
(push simpbuild
(and (rowjoin OBJECT *) (not (equal TYPE csmplex)))
(addr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE rowhouse)
( t o buiiding/row))
(push simpbuild
(centerjoin OBJECT *)
(addr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE center)
(to building/center)
(push simpbuild
(contiguous OBJECT *)
(addr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE complex)
(to building/start))
(jump building/sdd))

(building/row
(push simpbuild
(rowjoin OBJECT *)
(addr OBJECT * j
(to buiid/row))
(push simpbuild
(contiguous OBJECT *)
(addr OBJrET *)
(setrq TYPE cum piex)
(to building/startf)
(jump buildicg/add))

(cornpbuild/renler
(push simpbui!il
(contiguous CLJECT *)
faddr OBJWT *)
(to comphuild/center)))
(jump buildingjsdd))
(huilding/center
(push simpbuild
(or (centerjoin [car OBJECT) * ) (cen1,erjoin (cadr OBJECT) *))
(addr OBJECT *)
(to bui!ding/cent4))
(pash simpbuild
(contiguous OBJEXT *)
i d d r OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE complex)
(to buildingistart)
(jump building/add))

(building/c~nt4
(push simpbuild
(or (and (centerjoin (car OBJECT) *)
(centerjoin (catldr OBJECT) *))
(and (centerjoin (caur OBJECT) *)
(centerjoin (f:adJr OBJECT) * ) f )
(addr OBJECT *)
( t o bnilding/cer,ttype))
(plrsh simpbuiId
(contigncus OBJECT *)
(addr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE cornples)
(to boilding/.atart))
(jump huilding/add
(setrq TYPE complex)))
(building/c~nttype
(cat fieldface
(contains OBJECT *)
(addr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE courtyard)
(to buildingjstatt))
(cat buildface
(contains 013JECT *)
(nddr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE tiered)
(to buiiding/start))
(push simpbuild
(contains OBJFXT *)
(addr osrEc'r *)
(setrq TYPE tiered)
(to building/start)))
(push field
(contains OBJECT *)
(addr OBJECT *)
(setq TYPE courtyard)
(to building/start))
(jump buildingjndd
(setrq TYPE complex)))
(building,ladd
(jump building/building
(buildq ('building OEJCCT TYPE))))

(b~~ilding/building
(pop (getr OBJECT)))
GR.r\h.ttWR F O R SMPLE BUILUWGS

(simpbuild
(cat bolldface
(equal (sn *) vertical)
(Petr OBJECT *)
;sc t the OBJECT reg
(setrq TYPE simple)
( t o simpbuild/atid))
(cat buildface
(3md ((sn *) <> 0)((nosides *) >=4))
(setr OBJECT

*)

(setrq TYPE ~ O U S P )
(to simpbuild/hallj)
(cat buildface
(and ((bn *) < > 0 ) ((nosides *) = 3))
(setr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE pyramid)
(to s i r ~ p b u i l d / ~ ~ r ~ ) )
( c 3 t buildface
(and ((an *) < > 0)(ec:ud (shape *) 'ringquad))
(setr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE tiered)
(to simpbuildJtiered)))
(simpbuild/haIf
(cat b~lildPace
(and ((sn *) <> 0 ) ((nosides *) >=4)
(contiguous (car CHJECT) *))
(addr OBJECT *)
;push face into OBJECT
(to simpbuiid/a:ld)))
(simpboiid/pyrq
(cat buildface
(and (sn <> 0)(equal nosides 3) (contiguous (car OB:ECT) *))
(addr OBJECT *)
(to simpbuild/pyrh)))

(simpbuild/ py rh
(cat buildface
(and ((su *) < > 0 ) (equal (nosides *) 3)
(or (contigr:ous (c3r OBJECT) *)
(cont,igrrons (cadr OBJECT) *)))
(addr OBJECT *)
(to simpbuild/py r3)))
( ~ i m p b u i l d / r3
~y
(cat buiidface
(and (sn < > 0) (equal nosides 3)
(or (and (contiguous (car OBJECT) *)
(contiguous (caddr OBJECT) *))
(and (contiguous (cadr OBJECT) *)
(contiguous (caddr OBJECT) *))))
(addr OBJECT *)
(to :;impbuild/add)))
(simpbnild/tiered
(cat fieldface
(contains (car OBJECT) *)
(addr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE courtyard)
(to simpbuild/add))
(cat buildface
(contains (car OBJECT) *)
(addr OBJECT *)
(to simpbuild/add)))
(sirnpbuild/add
(jump simpbuild/simpbuild
(not (contiguous OBJECT facelist))))
;tests OBJECT against all possible
;building Faces
(simpbuild/simpbuild
(pop (getr OBJECT)))
GRAMMAR FOR

STREETS

(street
(push simpstreet
(setr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE simpstreet)
(to street/cornp)))

(stree tlcomp
(push simpstreet
(contiguous OB:ECT *)
jaddr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE laned)
(to street/cornp))
(jump streetiadd))
(streetiadd
(jump street/street
(buildq ('street OBJECT TYPE))))

G R A M M A R FOR SIMPLE STRZETS

(simpstreet
(cat st.r~etface
(setr OBJECT *)
(to sirnpstreet/luildj))
(simpstreet/build
(cat streetface
(sud (cont,igcous OBJECT * ) ('joined along narrowmO6,IZCT *))
(ad& OBJECT *)
(to simpstreet/bnild))
(pop (getr ORJEC,T)))
GRAhlMAR FOR FlELDS

(field
(cat fieldface
(contiguous OBJECT *)
(setr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE simple)
(to field))
(jump fieldlfield
(bnildq ('field OBJECT TYPE))))

GRAMhIAR FOR S1L)EWALXS

(sidewalk
(push simpsMr?walk
(eq (shape *) 'ring:,uad)
(setr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE coitnecteJ)
(to sidewaik/comp))
(push simpsidewalk
(setr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE simple)
(to sidewalk/comp)))
(sidewalk/comp
(push sinipsidewalk
(contiguous OBJECT *)
(addr OBJECT ')
(setrq TYPE curving)
(to sidewalk/comp))
(jump sitiewalk/sidewalk
(buildq ('sidewalk OBJECT TYPE))))
(sidewalk/sidewalk
(pop (getr OBJECT)))
GRAhLMAK FOR SIPtIFLE SIDEWALKS

(simpsidewalk
(cat sidewalkface
(setr OBJECT *)
(setrq TYPE simple)
(to simpsidcwaik/extend)))
(simpsidewaik/exteud
(cat sidewalkp~ce
(.joined along narrow "OBJECT *)
(setr OBJECT *)
(to simpsidewalk/extend)
(jump simpsidewalk/simpsidewalk))

APPENDIX B
Scene Macial Dafa Structures
rntityp = 'entity;
rntitjlistp = 'entitjlist;
rntitpodep r 'rntitynodr;
entity

=

record
id:
integer;
nrmr: TokrnString: (name of an object)
attr: trttrliot?; ifointrr to the list of attribatrs rssooibtad
with an objrct)
frcra: frcrliat?; ipointer t o r facelist)
rnd;

eatityliat = rocord
first,last:arfit~nodep
and;

entitjnodr

=

rrcord
e:
rntityg;
n8xt:entit,;=ct9p
end;

{ c o e d iar itrrrting through thr entity lict)
entitrec = record
f1ag:packod zrrq i l . .MFUCSl of boolrm;
rn:rntitjncdep:
end; Crntitrrc)

EntityRr1

packed array [ I . .:i.F3:-E!lTS-W0RLDRLD
1. .YAXYAXrlJlTSSm3RLD]
of
boo1e.u:
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